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Rotary Pacific Water

To Imagine
A Day Without Water...
is a reality for many Fijians living in rural areas.
Rotary Pacific Water for Life Foundation strives to
connect rural communities with safer drinking water
and adequate sanitation. This is accomplished through
public health awareness, infrastructure solutions and
skills training to ensure that their rural water supply
needs are sustained.
It is crucial that all stakeholders address this water
nexus as climate-driven water scarcity proves to be a
tipping point for many affected communities.
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Our
Organisation

R

•

Enabling healthier communities by providing
access to long term safer drinking water and

otary Pacific Water for Life Foundation
is a limited liability charitable company
registered in 2007 under Fijian law. Our
niche role in engineering water and sanitation
solutions for rural communities has delivered
positive impacts to more than 265 villages,
settlements and schools in Fiji.
None of this would be possible without
support from our corporate and government
donors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our Vision

New Zealand Aid Programme
Fiji Water Foundation
Japanese Embassy
Rotary Foundation
Vodafone ATH Fiji Foundation
Australian Aid Programme
Bank of the South Pacific
Rotary Clubs
Australian Youth Trust

adequate sanitation.

Our Mission
•

To provide rural communities access to safer,
sustainable drinking water supply and
adequate sanitation.

Our Objectives
•

Engineer solutions to address dual challenges of
vulnerable water sources and adequate sanitation

•

Involve community in management of their water
resources

•

Cultivate best practices with evidence-based
knowledge through community participation

•

Strengthen smart partnerships with WASH practitioners, managers, government stakeholders and
like-minded Civil Society Organisations
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Rotary Pacific Water

W

ater is at the core of sustainable
development. The 2030 Agenda and
SDG 6 on water and sanitation sets out
to secure availabililty and sustainable
management of water and sanitation for all. An
alarming 2.4 billion people lack access to
improved sanitation, including 946 million who
are forced to resort to open defecation. Lack of
sanitation is the world’s leading cause of infection and it all starts with having no access to
clean water.

Most families living in remote areas of Fiji rely
on public tap stands, creeks, rivers, shallow wells
or rainwater. Rotary Pacific Water assists these
rural communities with engineered solutions, to
tackle dual challenges of unreliable water sources and inadequate sanitation.

Since 2007

Water for Life

265

Projects

70,877
People

$6.1 M FJD
Invested

$30,088 FJD
Per Project

$86 FJD
Per Person
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What
we do

C

ontinued support to improve access to
safe drinking water and sanitation is
needed in rural Fijian communities. A
snapshot of seven project sites in this catalogue
showcases the scope of our work.
Addressing these challenge is in direct line with
the Rural Water and Sanitation Policy of the
Water and Sewage department and outcomes of
the strategic plan of the Ministry of Health1.
Rotary Pacific Water maintains good relations
with government partners to foster replicability,
build capacity and avoid overlap.

One of the strategic goals of the Ministry of Health is to
serve communities by adequate primary and preventive
health services thereby protecting, promoting and
supporting their well being. Outcome 7 of this strategic goal
is to improve environmental health through safe water and
sanitation. In particular through increasing the proportion of
people with access to safe water and safe sanitation (Strategic plan 2011-2015, Ministry of Health, Suva, Fiji)

1
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Rotary Pacific Water

Water for Dignity
Without piped water to households, the ability to meet
basic demands for drinking, cooking, handwashing, bathing
and laundry is limited.

Water for Development
We invest in rural water infrastructure that improves water
supply to communities and advances their sanitation and
hygiene (WASH) standards through awareness, capacity
building and sustainable water resources management.

Water for Security
When we no longer have to worry about clean water, we can
focus on our goals for education, health and the future of
our communities.
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Deo used to cart a 200L drum of water to his home
from the nearest well, a 1km walk uphill. The round trip
to collect water took one hour every day.
He no longer has to make this trek as a new solarpowered borehole distributes water to 34 households
in his settlement.
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Rotary Pacific Water

Project Type
Boreholes are drilled down to 250 ft to find water. After the hole has
tapped into sufficient water source, metal pipes are inserted. The borehole
pump, either powered by sun or electricity, sits above these pipes. When
water is pumped to the surface, it is filtered to ensure water is safe before
being piped to homes for use.

Applicabillity

When no surface water source is available.

Project construction duration
4 weeks

Level of maintenance
Low

The Situation
In the past, families would pump water from wells using small surface
pumps whilst others fetched water with buckets. Some men like Deo
carted water long distances using bullocks. The drought of recent years
has reduced the water level in all ground wells, forcing Cobue families to
ration the little water they have. Three families in the community use pit
toilets and the other 30 households have a mix of water seal and flush
toilets in their homes. Community representatives asked for our assistance
in 2014. The location of toilets were mapped to ensure a safe distance of
more than 50m from the borehole. The promise of water was realised with
funding from the New Zealand Aid Programme via Rotary NZ Community
Services Ltd.

Cobue

Settlement, Bua

Northern
Division

229
People

34

Families

134

Women & Children
Catalogue
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Fulori collects water from an unprotected well outside
her home, whilst her mother hangs the washing. Her
family live inside the gated school staff quarters in
Vatulele District School. Villagers use the water
collected from ground wells for bathing and washing
but it is not adequate for drinking.
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Rotary Pacific Water

Project Type
Rainwater harvesting systems effectively catch rainfall from a network of
pipes installed on the roof of a building.

Applicabillity

When a community receives a substantial amount of rainfall and access
to alternative sources of water are scarce.

Project construction duration
3 weeks (installment for 10-15 homes)

Level of maintenance

Moderate *roofs and pipes need regular cleaning at the end of every dry
season.

Vatulele
District School

Western
Division

242
People

The Situation
In the past, an unprotected well was used for sanitation needs in the
school community. This was closed by the public health inspector due to
faecal contamination. The school headteacher requested assistance in
2012 to increase rainwater storage for sanitation use.
Rotary Pacific Water first assessed the leakage situation, increased storage
volume and installed a new pump that now distributes water to a raised
storage tank, supplying water to the schools 10 flush toilets. This project
was made possible with funding from the New Zealand Aid Programme via
Rotary NZ Community Services Ltd.

7

Families

201

Women & Children
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Mapping Our Impact
Since 2015

Western DIVISION
Springbox gravity system - 1
Borehole water supply system - 1
Dam gravity system &
water quality treatment - 2
Rainwater harvesting - 1
Target population - 782
Donor

Central DIVISION
Water quality projects - 2
Target population - 330
Donor
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Rotary Pacific Water

Northern DIVISION
Springbox gravity system - 4
Solar borehole water supply - 4
Borehole water supply system - 1
Dam gravity system &
water quality treatment - 2
Rainwater harvesting - 1

KEY
Donor Colours
NZ Aid
Rotary
Corporate
Japan Embassy

Target population - 1457
Donor

Eastern DIVISION
Springbox gravity system - 2
Solar borehole water supply - 4
New spring box, storage
& piping - 1
Dam gravity system &
water quality treatment - 10
Rainwater harvesting - 5
Target population - 2163
Donor
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Nau Lowata and her yaca wash clothes from one of five
shallow ground wells. The close proximity of low-lying
swamp and pit toilets make this well unsafe for
drinking.
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Rotary Pacific Water

Project Type
Developing a ground water system that is comprised of a new borehole
equipped with a solar pump and a 10,000L storage tank

Applicabillity

Areas where there is no FEA power.

Project construction duration
4 weeks

Level of maintenance
Low

The Situation
Common water-related illnesses such as diarrhoea and typhoid were
increasingly suffered by the elderly and young, making this a priority site.
The only source of water came from shallow 3m deep wells dug near pit
toilets. Sasake is a cattle farming settlement situated on flat terrain with
no spring or creek nearby.
The sanitation standard is low because the majority (89%) of the
community use pit toilets. This component of the project involved
constructing a low cost and maintenance-free twin septic pour flush
toilet design. These new toilets are stepping stones towards improved
sanitation and hygiene wellbeing for Sasake. This project was made
possible with funding from the New Zealand Aid Programme via
Rotary NZ Community Services Ltd.

Sasake

Settlement, Bua

Northern
Division

50

People

9

Families

15

Women & Children
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Villagers take ownership and learn how to
properly install their new water tank system.
Once the project is complete, our Projects
team will conduct an operations and
maintenance training workshop for the
community’s water committee.
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Rotary Pacific Water

Project Type
Biosand water filtration systems strain pathogens and suspend solids.
The unsafe water filters through sand with bacteria and other
micro-organisms.

Applicabillity

Specifically designed for household use in locations where water is
readily accessible, eg. from creeks, streams.

Rara Village
Nalotawa, Ba

Western

Project construction duration

Division

Level of maintenance

129

4 weeks (installment for 10-15 homes)

Low* Filter needs to be monitored and cleaned regularly.

People

The Situation
A request for storage tanks was sent in 2014 by the Ba rural health office. A
field assessment highlighted the need for water quality solutions as heavy
rainfall was bringing muddy contaminated water.
Thanks to ongoing support from the Fiji Water Foundation, a 5000L storage
tank and two sets of biosand filteration systems were built to cater for the
drinking needs of Rara village. Gravel was sourced from the Nalotawa
Riverbed, a 2 hour hike through hilly terrain. This project was made
possible with funding from the Fiji Water Foundation and Rotary club
donations.

35

Families

75

Women & Children
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The force of Cyclone Winston destroyed the two
storage water tanks in Rukuruku primary school and
settlement, forcing the community to cart water
from a creek.
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Rotary Pacific Water

Project Type
Dam gravity water systems safely transport water from a protected
catchment area (usually sitting below a flowing river, stream or spring) to a
community’s distribution tank. Once water is in the tank, it will continue to
flow into homes and schools.

Applicabillity

When a community already cares for and protects their water catchment
source, but lacks the means to safely transport their water.

Project construction duration
6-8 weeks

Level of maintenance
Low

The Situation
The primary school shares the same water source as 71 households in
Rukuruku settlement. The school was experiencing water shortages due to
leakages and a lack of storage capacity. A request was made by the headteacher in 2013.
Our water project designs first mapped out the leaks for repair, then
upgraded the existing dam before increasing storage capacity with two
new rota tanks. This project was made possible with funding from the New
Zealand Aid Programme via Rotary NZ Community Services Ltd.

Rukuruku
Settlement, Ovalau

Eastern
Division

375
People

71

Families

300

Women & Children
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Project Type
Spring protection with an underground catchment

Applicabillity

Seepage gravity springs

Project construction duration
4 weeks

Level of maintenance
Low

The Situation
Villiages of Nacomoto, Joma, Drue, Naivakaraniuniu and Dravuwalu Primary
School were assisted in 2014. The purpose of these projects were to
upgrade the existing catchment, protect the water sources and boost
storage capacity. In Nacomoto, an underground spring catchment with
collection box was constructed and connected to the existing mainline in
the village. Part of the mainline was extended and leaks in the village were
fixed. After consultation, the village agreed to prohibit farming upstream to
avoid any risk of surface water contamination. These projects were made
possible with funding from our corporate partner Fiji Water Foundation.

Cobue
Kadavu
Bua
Island

West
Eastern
Vanua Levu
Division

229
521
People

34
262

Families

134
300

Women & Children
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Rotary Pacific Water

Project Type
Improving water quality by means of gravel filtration and chlorination

Applicabillity

Where communities rely on untreated surface water..

Project construction duration
4-6 weeks

Level of maintenance
Moderate

The Situation
The training centre is supplied with untreated surface water from a stream.
After heavy rainfall, the water is too murky for drinking and carries waterborne diseases. School management reported students falling ill from
‘drinking the dirty water’. A water treatment system was investigated in
2015. This project design will include gravel filtration and a chlorination
unit that will significantly improve the water quality. The chlorinated water
will be stored in a tank as part of the distribution system. The capacity
of the treatment system is around 40m3 per day. This project was made
possible with funding from corporate partners Fiji Water Foundation and
Vodafone ATH Foundation.

Chevalier
Vocational School

Central
Division

60

Young Men
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Inspiring
Ownership

Ongoing
Stewardship

P

We involve the community in
every step of the project
implementation.

T

his begins with a technical assessment of
the site in consultation with custodians of
the water source. An organised water
committee, including women and youth
representatives, oversees the management of
water resources and wellbeing of the community.

Mentoring the water committee
members of Bua’s community projects.

Rotary Pacific Water works in agreement with
the Ministry of Health and Department of Water
& Sewerage and continues to expand its cooperation with the corporate sector, other donors
and international and regional agencies. Rotary
Pacific Water delivers positive impacts to many
communities who seek our help.

Able members of the community build their
water scheme with direction from our projects
team. Every assisted community willingly hosts
our field officers throughout the construction
phase. Operations and maintenance training is
facilitated by our technical officers. Such
activities promote dialogue, inclusive
participation and active learning about tailored
water conservation strategies to reduce water
losses.
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Rotary Pacific Water

ublic-private partnerships play a critical
role in the water infrastructure challenge
to advance and modernise solutions. Our
diverse partners reflect our growth in the area
of water infrastructure development since our
inception in 2007. Our water systems cannot be
taken for granted. Concerted efforts will require
a renewed co-investment by water providers,
community and government.

This is made possible with funding from New
Zealand Aid programme via Rotary NZ Community Services Ltd, Fiji Water Foundation, Japanese
Embassy and Rotary club donations. Water and

Class 4 students of Nalotawa
District School in Ba

sanitation projects provide multiple benefits
through partnerships, policy reform, innovative
programming and smart financing approaches.

Vinaka Vakalevu
for All
Your Support
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For further information, please contact
Board Chairman

Warwick Pleass
+679 9990888
warwick@pleass.net
Operations Manager

Timoci Turaga

+679 9181950
timoci@rotarypacificwater.org
Water Resources Engineer / Adviser

Pascal Vlieghe

pascal@rotarypacificwater.org
manager@rotarypacificwater.org
www.rotarypacificwater.org
rotarypacificwater
WaterPacific
rotarypacificwater
rotarypacificwater

Our Partners

Japanese
Embassy, Suva.

